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Name: Dee Adams
When/Where playing 
this week?
With my band, Dee & the 
Housecats on Sat., May 
20 at Mohawk Place, 47 E. 
Mohawk St., 7:30-10pm. $5.
When did you start perform-
ing?
I've been singing and perform-
ing since grade school. I studied 
at Berklee and learned guitar, 
songwriting, and live sound, and 
haven't stopped learning and 
playing for 13 years.
You might like my music if you 
like...
I'm too close to it to be objective, 
but I've been told: Indigo Girls, 
Jonatha Brooke, Edie Brickell, 
Pretenders, Richard Thompson, 
John Hiatt.

List of Recorded Releases...
Dee Adams & the Roadtrippers, Taking 
My Time (Sage Indie Music, 2003) and a 
song "Pennsylvania" on Artists Inspired by 
Literature, Chapter 2. (www.artistsforlit-
eracy.org)
Upcoming events...
I'm looking forward to lots of solo gigs, lots 
of band gigs, and lots of friends' bands 
gigs throughout the summer. In the fall, 
Channel 23 WNLO will be broadcasting 
the Music Is Art Live At The Center show 
that I played with my band Dee & the 
Housecats.
Worst show ever played...
ABC No Rio in NYC, because it was 98 
degrees at 9pm, the venue had no air 
conditioning, and had gotten a noise ordi-
nance violation so they could not open the 
windows or doors.
Anything else you would like our readers 
to know about yourself/your music?
I do a lot of shows as a solo act, as well 
as with my band, Dee & the Housecats, 
which is made up of some great Buffalo 
musicians—Charlie Gannon on guitar, 
Michael Tinsmon on bass and Nick Runfola 
on drums. 
Contact information...
www.deetuned.com, www.myspace.
com/deeadams. Booking dee@deetuned.
com. 716-238-2123.
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It’s often a slippery slope where art and rock meet. The air of pretension and precious commodity that goes 
with refining the shoot-from-the-hip nature and guttural glory of rock and roll can be hard to swallow unless 
you’re name is David Bowie. What then can you figure from a band of art school misfits who met at a Roxy 
Music show in London? Yes, the odds were against Wire to begin with. Their debut Pink Flag hit the streets 
in December 1977, the very tail end of England’s punk rock’s ground zero. While that new wave of rock was 
all the rage, it was a crowded marketplace. Most of the manifestos had been written and virtually every band 
had already thrown their two fingers at the music industry, the royal family and anyone else who was watch-
ing. Another precarious bit for Wire was that they were signed to EMI’s Harvest, an imprint well-accepted as 
home of the preeminent muso and prog bands, including MOR-staples ELO and the mammoth Pink Floyd, 
who were so despised by the punks. Once their Pink Flag was flown, Wire came on instantly as one of punk 
rock’s most distinct and consistent voices. With a nervy, taut and barbed energetic attack of precision gui-
tar and beat, Pink Flag made a statement that adhered enough to punk’s understood but expanding ethos 
yet lived well outside of it. The truth is, as great as the Pistols and the Clash were, they weren’t terribly far 
removed from the staid rock acts they sought to dethrone, with their Les Paul guitar heroics and pop song 
structures. Wire were different. They took lessons from Bowie, Eno and krautrock that resulted in something 
as against the grain as anything by a first wave punk act. They stripped down to sparse, mercury-thin guitar 
lines and almost fragmented rhythms while disembodying the standard verse/chorus/verse. Colin Newman’s 
lyrics were, if not necessarily a cut above, certainly miles away laterally from his punk peers, establishing his 
own prosaic style highlighted by shifts of contrasting emotions and an acidic wit. In 21 tracks most under two 
minutes, it’s a nearly flawless document. Newman’s chanted vocals set the template for hardcore and oi! on 
the raging “Mr. Suit” while “Low Down” finds the band hitting a disheveled, skewered garage funk kin to Patti 
Smith Group. Pink Flag is an album that has shown its widespread influence and sounds completely fresh 30 
years on. American hardcore stalwarts Minor Threat grabbed a cover from it (“12XU”) in the 1980s, while 1990s 
Britpop darlings borrowed heavily from “Three Girl Rhumba” and bands like Franz Ferdinand and Clinic show 
their angular debt to it in this new millennium. For their followup, 1978’s Chairs Missing, the band continued 
their sharp and rhythmic attack but started to slow down the tempos and implemented keyboards. The pallet 
was further expanding beyond punk’s constraints with broody synth and introspection on “Used To” with a 
clear foreshadowing of where Joy Division would tread, “Outdoor Miner” takes a glistening turn toward ten-
der pop territory. The stark and pulsating buzz of the ode to insect in ointment “I Am the Fly” was proof that 
Wire were moving well ahead of the rest of the Class of ’77. By 1979 Wire was indeed leading the way, as the 
punk of two years before had become just that, while the kind of discordant, art-damaged noisenik music that 
Wire were well ahead of the curve in crafting had taken root with bands like Joy Division, Bauhaus, the Cure 
and Gang of Four. It was post-punk and Wire had virtually invented it. The band’s third album, 154, marked not 
only the close of the 1970s but also the close of Wire’s great period. 154 is wildly experimental and a landmark 
signpost signaling the emergence of goth rock. The stark machine-gun beat and dark, macabre twist of “Two 
People in a Room” and the dirge quality of the vast “A Touching Display,” a soundscape that spreads nearly to 
the seven-minute mark, show the band’s continued reinvention of itself. The anthemic quality of the brilliant 
“Map Ref. 41n 93w” peered at the sort of punk-inspired populism that U2 and Echo and the Bunnymen would 
make stock in trade. With the idea well run dry and not content to make musical mediocrity, Wire folded up 
the tent (before reuniting half a decade later) with the legacy of one of punk’s greatest bands and these three 
stellar records remaining intact.

—donny kutzbach

These sonically restored and remastered reissues of Wire’s first three albums, unfettered with needless and 
uncomplimentary “bonus tracks,” are in stores now. A five-disc set, Wire 1977>1979, that includes two live discs 
and exclusive booklet, is available online only at www.posteverything.com.

The music of Red Hot Chili Peppers has always been a reflection of its home state of California. The macho 
funk-metal of the band’s early records makes for ideal party listening, a devil-may-care, Parliament-Punkadelic 
sound that could only come from young Californians high on drugs and adrenaline. After the Peppers lost 
their baby fat and started facing their demons, meaningful songs started popping up amongst all the testos-
terone—scarred, hypnotic meditations that exposed the serious vocal gifts of Anthony Kiedis and the subtle 
melodic interplay between Flea and John Frusciante. Suddenly, Red Hot Chili Peppers were invoking pain, 
regret and sweet nostalgia with their music—and scoring their biggest hits. With the sparkling double album 
Stadium Arcadium, the band has come full circle. It’s the most beautiful thing they’ve ever done, and their 
most entertaining record since 1991’s Blood Sugar Sex Magik. More recent records like By the Way (2002) and 
Californication (1999) were heavier on sun-streaked balladry, which made forays into classic Chili Peppers funk 
feel a bit out of place. On Arcadium, the band manages to bring these disparate styles together in a way that 
sounds completely natural. As a result, the songs are gorgeous and kinetic, communicating wider ranges of 
moods and emotions in four- to five-minute intervals. The verse of “Tell Me Baby” features a monster groove a 
la Blood Sugar Sex Magik, replete with Frusicante’s chattering funk picking and Flea’s throbbing slap bass. But 
when the chorus kicks in, Kiedis’ pleading vocal and Frusicante’s falsetto harmony intertwine like two flowers 
reaching towards the sunlight. The guitarist has always been RHCP’s unsung genius, and Stadium Arcadium 
is the showcase he deserves. On top of his lyrical playing, his harmonies burst and blossom all over both 
discs—an angelic, mournful voice without which these songs would certainly suffer. California seems go hand 
in hand with rock stardom: rich, inviting and littered with devilish pitfalls. Red Hot Chili Peppers have survived 
it all, and with Stadium Arcadium, they just may have created the definitive soundtrack to their beautiful, un-
forgiving birthplace. 

—joe sweeney 
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Friday, May 19
THE OUTLYERS CD RELEASE PARTY
If you’re looking for a prime example of a band making real, 
original, homegrown Buffalo music, you need look no further 
than the Outlyers. Steeped in a variety of musical influences 
and comprised of some of the best songwriters and players 
in town, the band has crafted its latest release, Hits & Myths 
(Red Jacket Recordings), like a master distiller working in 
the Bourbon-soaked counties of Kentucky—slow and easy (if 
you want cheap moonshine, go down in the holler and get it 
from the guy filling jars out of an old radiator). This is a great 
disc. Four years in the making, the result is an intoxicating, 

13-song mix with enough genuine quality, both lyrically and musically, to stand beside anything in that 
catch-all genre known as Americana. Core members of the band include the husband-wife team of 
Dave Meinzer and Cathy Carfagna, Adam Gearing, Tom Fischer and Jim Celeste, who were joined 
by an impressive array of players including Jim Whitford, Gretchen Schulz, Jim Bohm, Eric Wozniak, 
Mike Miskuly, George Olmsted, Kevin McCue and Bob Chapman for the recording. The show will in-
clude appearances by most of those folks, along with John Brady III of the Steam Donkeys on drums 
and special appearances by former members of the Riddlers and Pine Dogs.

—buck quigley

7pm. Nietzsche’s, 248 Allen Street (886-8539). $5.

* AV PICK *
Thursday May 25

THE YARD DOGS
ROAD SHOW
For those of you unfamiliar with the cult of “carnival cabaret,” it is 
literally sweeping the nation, and in the realm of alternative circus 
acts, the Yard Dogs Road Show is definitely the thing to see. YDRS is 
the brainchild of Eddie Joe Cotton, author of the cult lit-hit Hobo: A 
Young Man’s Thoughts on Trains and Tramping in America (Three Riv-
ers Press, 2002). Cotton started the “troupe” in 1998 and has since 
built the show’s reputation by maintaining a dedicated touring circuit 
through underground and alternative clubs and venues. The Road 
Show, a kind of indoor wild west extravaganza, confounds, astounds, 
and delights with the vaudevillean-burlesque rock-and-roll teases 
and skits that are interspersed throughout the boisterous presen-
tation. The first incarnation of the Yard Dogs was just a three-man 
jug band, making the rounds on the acoustic-folk circuit and rubbing 
shoulders with other members of the avant-guard (like Ken Kesey 
and the Merry Pranksters). As legend has it, on one particular eve-
ning all three members of the original Yard Dogs reported strange 
“visions”—of dancing girls, feathers, fire eaters, sword swallowers and 
the like—and these apparitions, having become solid flesh, joined the 
Yard Dogs to form a magical, motley, traveling cabaret. With the pub-
lication of Hobo, Cotton and his merry band of freaks began to gar-
ner mainstream media attention, collaborating with Cirque du Soleil 
and Teatro Zinzanni, among others. This success hasn’t tamed the 
irreverent spirit of the show, though: It is still brazen and bawdy, and 
may or may not be appropriate for children and elders, depending on 
the threshold for exposed nipples and surreal weirdness.

—k. o’day

9pm. The Tralf, 622 Main St. (462-4427). $14-$16.

Friday, May 19
FAHRENHEIT ALL NIGHT
Author Ray Bradbury reportedly attributes his lifelong daily 
writing habit to the day in 1932 when a carnival entertainer, 
Mr. Electrico, touched him with an electrified sword, made 
his hair stand on end and shouted, “Live forever!” Report-
edly. Whether that’s true or not, the 85-year-old Bradbury 
certainly seems destined to live on forever through his ex-
pansive body of work, which includes more than 500 pub-
lished novels, short stories, plays, screenplays and essays. 
Just Buffalo has chosen Bradbury’s Fahrenheit 451, a timeless 
work valued as much for its literary merit as for its penetrat-

ing criticisms of censorship, as the focus for its month-long Big Read event. That series reaches its apex 
this Friday with “Fahrenheit All Night” at the Albright-Knox, part of its Gusto at the Gallery series.

The event kicks off at 3pm with the screening of two films based on works by Bradbury, The Beast from 
20,000 Fathoms and It Came from Outer Space. A special science fiction tour commences at 7pm, fol-
lowed by a lecture by acclaimed Bradbury biographer Sam Weller. Weller, the author of The Bradbury 
Chronicles: The Life of Ray Bradbury, hails from Chicago, where he is a professor at Columbia College 
Chicago and a regular contributor to several publications, including the Chicago Tribune Magazine, 
the Chicago Sun-Times and Publishers Weekly. To highlight the night, Ray Bradbury himself will join the 
lecture via live telecast. Weller will round out the night with a booksigning at 9:30pm.

—peter koch

3-10pm. Albright-Knox Art Gallery, 1285 Elmwood Ave. (270-8292) Free.

Sunday, May 21
PICK OF THE CROP
SPRING PERFORMANCE
Julliard graduate and NYC-based choreographer Jes-
sica Lang debuts a new creation in Buffalo, showcasing the 
area’s talents as well as her own. Her world premiere will 
be featured by Pick of the Crop Dance Company in a true 
collaboration of artistic talents. Jessica Lang’s illustrious 
career includes work with Twyla Tharp before graduating 
and performing abroad in such premiere locations as Ja-
pan and South Africa, as well as achieving prominence with 
the New York City Ballet and the ever popular Cirque du 

Soleil. Her talent and skills earned her the Choo San Goh choreography award in 2003. Sunday, she 
will utilize the talents of Pick of the Crop music director Curt Steinzor and Buffalo visual artist Ju-
lie Silver in a performance comissioned with support from the New York State Council on the Arts  
Dance Program. The performers include Elaine Gardner, Elizabeth Elkins and Leslie Wuebben. Besides 
this new piece, Elaine Gardner, Pick of the Crop’s artistic director, will get a chance to display her cho-
reography entitled Yield to the Currents of Song, featuring Melanie Aceto, Elkins and Wuebben. With 
such amazing talent being showcased behind the backdrop of area artists, this performance is sure to 
be just the pick for a Sunday evening. 

—nikki gowan

SEEYOUTHERE


